La Sultana Oualidia
“ROBINSON CRUSOE”

La Sultana invites you to unleash your inner child with a “Robinson Crusoe” style stay in
Oualidia on the stunning Moroccan coastline
La Sultana hotels, the true gems to stay in when visiting Morocco, have launched the “Robinson
Crusoe” package at the gem by the ocean, La Sultana Oualidia.
With its stunning location on the Moroccan coast, overlooking a unique lagoon and the Atlantic Ocean,
guests can go back to their childhood in style and switch off from the world while soaking up fresh air
and the smell of the sea.
La Sultana has unveiled its new “Robinson Crusoe” package which includes:









A 3-night experience at La Sultana Oualidia
Stay in the famous Treehouse Suite or the “Pirate” Ocean Suite
Moroccan breakfast included each morning
Escape with fatbikes on the beach or relax fishing
A 50-minute massage in the La Sultana Oualidia garden
A picnic in an exclusive cove by the Atlantic Ocean
Pick your own lobster from the La Sultana tanks and enjoy a BBQ on the beach
Toast marshmallows by the fire on the beach

While staying at La Sultana Oualidia, guests can enjoy the underground spa or outdoor infinity pool,
but also experience a range of adrenaline, cultural, relaxing or epicurean experiences which showcase
how incredible this secret retreat really is. Experiences include:
Adrenaline: Surfing, Paddleboarding, Horse-riding, Fat/Mountain-biking
Relaxing: Atlantic Fishing, Birdwatching safari, Boat excursion, Yoga on the Beach
Epicurean: Oyster Farm exploration, Secluded cove gourmet lunch, Oualidia Kitchen Garden
experience, Making Mint Tea demonstration
Cultural: Sampling the souk, Falconry, Fantasia show
The “Robinson Crusoe” package can be booked for 5800MAD based on two people sharing, in addition
to the price of the accommodation. The offer is available all year round except during peak high
season, Christmas and New Year.

For more information, please visit lasultanahotels.com
Please find attached our NEW package “Robinson Crusoe”.
We stay at your disposal for any further information.
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